
1. In the 1800s, who helped to inspire the people of Mexico to rise up against Spain to eventually gain independence?
 a. Hernan Cortes
 b. Francisco Pizarro
 c. Montezuma II
 d. Miguel Hidalgo

2. A person can start any legal business and charge any price in which type of economy?
 a. market economy
 b. command economy
 c. traditional economy
 d. planned economy

3. Cuba is a dictatorship under the Communist control. What does this mean for Cubans who disagree with
Communist policies?

 a. They have no guaranteed rights to protect themselves.
 b. They can safely demonstrate in front of the dictator
 c. They should vote the dictator out of office in the next election.
 d. They can always safely leave the country whenever they want.

4. Differences among social and economical classes in Russia led to what historic event in 1917?
 a. the Holocaust
 b. Treaty of Versailles
 c. Russian Revolution
 d. the dissolution of the USSR
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5. Which Latin-American country was the only colony of Portugal in Latin America?
 a. Brazil
 b. Panama
 c. Cuba
 d. Venezuela

6. Today, what does the term "French Canadian Nationalism" mean to the citizens and elected leaders in Quebec?
 a. Quebec should increase trade with the United States
 b. Quebec should close its borders to all new immigrants
 c. Quebec should move its citizens to France
 d. Quebec should become an independent country

7. Kazakhstan became independent when the Soviet Union broke apart in 1991. Kazakhstan wanted to safely get rid
of all the nuclear materials left by the former Soviet Union, but it was not able to do so. People in Kazakhstan
asked some American scientists to come to Kazakhstan. What was the purpose of this trip?

 a. To establish trade between the two countries
 b. To help Kazakhstan remove a nuclear danger from the nation
 c. To give American scientists experience in handling nuclear materials
 d. To show that the United States knows how to handle nuclear materials

8. The leader of the Parliament is called the Prime Minister in which of the following countries?
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8. The leader of the Parliament is called the Prime Minister in which of the following countries?
 a. Italy, Spain, and Greece
 b. United States, France, and England
 c. Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom
 d. Mexico, Panama, and Venezuela


